CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

Name or Subject: MacLeish, Andrew

Date:

SEE

Name or Subject: Harper Letters, Mar. 14, 1908

File No.

April 7, 1896

June 26, 1896

May 23, 1896

June 23, 1898

Bruce MacLeish
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File cross reference form under name or subject at top of the sheet and by the latest date of papers. Describe matter for identification purposes. The papers, themselves should be filed under name or subject after "SEE."
CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

Name or Subject       Andrew MacLeish

Regarding

Date

SEE

Name or Subject

Harper  1902, 1905
Gifts
Trustees
Buildings

File No.

File cross reference form under name or subject at top of the sheet and by the latest date of papers. Describe matter for identification purposes. The papers, themselves should be filed under name or subject after "SEE."